
NGUYEN VAN THANH
Full Stack Developer

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

26/05/1996

Male

0339658446

thanhnv432@gmail.com

Hanoi, Vietnam

facebook.com/thanh.nguyenvan.39

14207

CAREER GOALS

Take advantages of my skills &

experience and understanding of

development app to become a

professional IT Staff and bring a lot value

to Customers. From that, I will contribute

to development of Company.

CERTIFICATES

- First Certificate in English.

- The Degree of Engineer Information

Technology (Thuy Loi University)

HOBBIES 

- Programming

- Listening to music

- Playing soccer

- Participating in social activities

WORKING EXPERIENCE

TechAsians Joint Stock Company (2020 - Present)

Position: FullStack Development

FullStack Development

Main responsibilities:

- Developer

- Leader mobile team.

- Project Management.

Recognition and Gains: - accumulated a lot of experience in

develop App

Freelancer

Position: PHP Programmer

App development

Main responsibilities:

- Dev app.

Recognition and Gains: - accumulated a lot of experience in

develop App

BUSSINESS VISION

Short-term goals

Find a company that is suitable for me, share the same vision to be

able to contribute and stick together for a long time.

Long-term goals:

- Gain experience as much as possible to improve your knowledge.

- Dedicate myself to develop company.

- In future, I hope I will learn more and more knowledge, experience

from colleagues and use it for develop the best app to customer

and I'll try to do my best to be useful and make a significant

contribution for the development of the organization I work for.

PROJECT PARTICIPATION

App Vcontract

TechAsians Joint Stock Company

- Customer: Viettel Telecom



- Description: This is an application to digitize contracts on devices:

 + Build function: Ekyc

 + Build function: FaceID

 + Build function: Sign contract

 + Build function: Make contract

 + Sign anytime - anywhere ...

- Team Size: 10

- My position: Teamleader

- My responsibilities: Development, Analysis and design, Bug Fixing

- Technologies used: 

+ State notifier (state management).

+ Chat (firebase).

+ Notification (fire base).

+ Difficult UI like chart..

+ Payment.

+ Save, share, preview file

App SmartMotor

TechAsians Joint Stock Company

- Customer: Viettel Telecom

- Description: This is a vehicle tracking application on all types of

devices:

- Build function: Ekyc

- Build function: FaceID

- Build function: Vehicle tracking

- Build function: Integrated google map

- Notification integration: FireBase notification ...

- Team Size: 8

- My position: Developer

- My responsibilities: Development, Analysis and design, Bug Fixing

- Technologies used:

 + State notifier (state management).

+ Chat (firebase).

+ Notification (fire base).

+ Difficult UI like chart..

+ Payment.

+ Save, share, preview file

Base Flutter (Hook - Riverpod, Bloc, State Notifier, GetX)

Freelance

- Customer: CMC Company

- Description: - develop base , adapter flexible requirement of any

project.

 - include GetX, Bloc, hook-riverpod, state notifier base.

- Team Size: 1



- My position: Developer

- My responsibilities: + Analysis and design

 + Development

 + Review code

 + Optimize code

 + Bug Fixing

- Technologies used:

+  Authen login by google, apple, line, twitter, facebook.

+ Firebase analytic.

+ Firebase messing (push noti).

+ CLI.

+ Bloc, GetX, hook riverpod, state notifier (state management).

+ Take picture

+ Qr code

+ Play video

+ Down / up file


